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Attacking SSL when using RC4
Breaking SSL with a 13-year-old RC4 Weakness

Abstract
RC4 is the most popular stream cipher in the world. It is used to protect as many as 30 percent of SSL traffic today, probably
summing up to billions of TLS connections every day.
In this paper, we revisit the Invariance Weakness – a 13-year-old vulnerability of RC4 that is based on huge classes of RC4 weak
keys, which was first published in the FMS paper in 2001. We show how this vulnerability can be used to mount several partial
plaintext recovery attacks on SSL-protected data when RC4 is the cipher of choice, recovering part of secrets such as session
cookies, passwords, and credit card numbers. This paper will describe the Invariance Weakness in detail, explain its impacts, and
recommend some mitigating actions.

Introduction
TLS
The Protocol
TLS is the most widely used secure communications protocol on the Internet today. Starting life as SSL, the protocol was
adopted by the Internet Engineering Task Force and specified as an RFC standard under the name of TLS 1.0 [1]. It has since
evolved through TLS 1.1 [2] to the current version TLS 1.2 [3]. And as of March 2015, TLS 1.3 has been in draft [4]. Various other
RFCs define additional TLS cryptographic algorithms and extensions.
SSL is currently used for securing a wide variety of application-level traﬃc: It serves, for example, as the basis of the HTTPS
protocol for encrypted web browsing. It is used in conjunction with IMAP or SMTP to cryptographically protect email traﬃc, and
is a popular tool to secure communication with embedded systems, mobile devices, and in payment systems.
SSL strives to fulfill two major goals: 1) allow two parties to authenticate each other, and 2) secure the communication between
the two. In many SSL deployments, with particular secure web browsing, the authentication is one-way – meaning that only the
client (browser) authenticates the server (web application), but not vice versa.
SSL sessions consist of two phases, the SSL Handshaking Protocol and the Record Protocol. In the former, after the client
authenticates the server, the server (optionally) authenticates the client and both establish cryptographic session keys, ready
to protect the communication. In the latter, the parties use the established session keys and symmetric key cryptography to
encrypt (e.g., using AES block cipher or RC4 stream cipher) and authenticate (e.g., using HMAC algorithms) to build a secure
channel for application-layer data. The parties can choose between many diﬀerent authentication and encryption algorithms for
the Record Protocol, which are essentially divided into the following classes:
• Block Cipher (CBC mode of operation) + HMAC
• Stream Cipher (RC4) + HMAC
• Authenticated-Encryption using block cipher (GCM/CCM mode of operation)
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SSL Protocol Weaknesses
Over the last couple of years, several significant vulnerabilities have been discovered in the SSL protocol, particularly in the most
commonly used variants, AES-CBC and RC4. The AES-CBC variant has seen significant cryptanalysis (padding oracle attacks [5],
BEAST [6], Lucky 13 [7], TIME [16], and POODLE [15]). And in 2013, AlFardan et-al published an analysis [8] of the RC4 mode which
showed how to mount an attack that recovers data transmitted over a SSL/RC4 connection. The attack was based on some
of the many known weaknesses of RC4 – in particular, the significant statistical biases in its first output bytes, and the weaker
statistical biases in the RC4 keystream.

Implementation Weaknesses
In recent years, SSL implementations have received significant attention and scrutiny from security researchers, and this
has resulted in steady discovery of new vulnerabilities (and patching, with or without disclosure). In 2014, several dozen
vulnerabilities were discovered in the OpenSSL library (the most popular implementation of SSL). Heartbleed was the most
severe in that it allowed an attacker to dump memory segments from the SSL server, and in many cases exposing secret key
information. Vulnerabilities in several other implementations were published as well (e.g., CVE-2014-6321 in Microsoft SChannel).

On RC4
The Stream Cipher
The 4-line Stream Cipher Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) is one of the simplest cryptographic algorithms, implementing a pseudo-random
generator that is used to implement a stream cipher. The internal state of RC4 includes a permutation S of [0, 1, .., 255] and two
indices–i and j–in this permutation.
In the key scheduling phase, (KSA) an L-byte long RC4 key (for L varying between 5 and 256), is used to construct the initial state
permutation S0. In the encryption phase, RC4 PRGA, which is initialized with the resultant S0 is used to generate a stream of
pseudo-random bytes, denoted as the keystream. Like most of the Stream Ciphers, these pseudo-random bytes are XOR-ed with
the plaintext bytes to generate the ciphertext bytes.
The building blocks of RC4 are described below.
KSA(K)

j = 0
S = [0, 1, 2, …, 255]
for i = 0..255
j = (j + S[i] + K[i mode
L])
S[i] ↔ S[j]

PRGA(S0)

All operations are
done mod 256

i, j = 0, 0
S = S0
while bytes are needed:
i = i + 1
j = j + S[i]
S[i] ↔ S[j]
Emit S[S[i]+S[j]]

Known for its simplicity and for its respected author, RC4 gained considerable popularity. And given its impressive
performance, being able to encrypt and decrypt almost two times faster than AES, for many years it was considered to be
the default stream cipher.
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Security of RC4
RC4 is not a secure cipher. Back in the 1990s, when RC4 was a trade secret of RSA and its details where known but not formally
approved, RC4 was believed to be secure. However, in the following decade, RC4 had undergone significant scrutiny by
cryptography experts, which showed statistical biases in the pseudo-random stream that allow an attacker to distinguish RC4
from random ([9], [10]) and to predict its allegedly pseudo-random bits with high probability ([10]).
While this statistical analysis requires many millions of RC4 keystream bytes, in 2001, two researches on the initialization of RC4
had switched the focus of RC4 analysis to its poor initialization mechanisms. The first [11] had shown that the second byte of
RC4 has huge statistical bias, having twice the expected probability to be zero. The second [12], later known as the FMS research,
had completely broken RC4 in the way it was used in the WEP protocol. These results had initiated a wave of research eﬀorts and
analysis results on RC4 initialization – a wave whose end is yet to be seen. Correlation between key bytes and state bytes (e.g.,
[13]), correlation between key bytes and first output bytes (e.g., [12]), and between key bytes and further output bytes ([14]),
significant statistical biases in the first 256 output bytes [17], and many other results.
Interestingly, the series of successful attacks didn’t have a significant impact on the popularity of RC4, and in fact during the wave
of CBC attacks on SSL in 2012, some experts recommended switching to RC4.

The Invariance Weakness
The FMS research [12] details two significant RC4 weaknesses. The IV weakness, resulting in a practical key recovery attack and
complete break of RC4 in the WEP protocol, received most of the attention, leaving the other weakness – denoted in the paper as
the Invariance Weakness – in the shadows for 13 years.
The Invariance Weakness is an L-shape key pattern in RC4 keys, which once it exists in an RC4 key, preserves part of the state
permutation intact throughout the initialization process. This intact part includes the least significant bits of the permutation,
when processed by the PRGA algorithm, determines the least significant bits of the allegedly pseudo-random output stream
along a long prefix of the stream. These patterns, and a detailed explanation of how they are preserved, are described in detail
in [12] and [13]. These biased stream bytes are XOR-ed with the plaintext bytes, resulting in significant leakage of plaintext bytes
from the ciphertext bytes.

The Invariance Flow
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These patterns occur for diﬀerent number of LSBs, a single LSB, 2 LSBs, 3 LSBs to 7 LSBs, resulting with diﬀerent classes of weak
RC4 keys. Due to the structure of these classes, each class contains the succeeding classes and thus the first class is the largest,
denoted below as the Main Class.
The portion of q-class for L-byte keys (which is the probability of a random key to be in the class) is 2-(qL+(9-q)). For 16-byte key the
portion of the Main Class (1-class) is 2-24 (1 in 16 million) and the portion of 2-class is 2-39 (very rare). These numbers are shown in
the following table.
# LSBs

Applicability

Class Probability (8-byte key)

1

Keys with even number of bytes

2

2

Class Probability (16-byte key)

-16

2-24

Keys with number of bytes
that is a multiple of 4

2-23

2-39

3

Keys with number of bytes
that is a multiple of 8

2-30

2-54

4

Keys with number of bytes
that is a multiple of 16

2-37

2-69

When a key from a q-class is used, the following things happen:
• The initialization phase of RC4 fails to mix the state with key material properly, and preserves the K least significant bits of its
internal state
• As a result, the initial state of RC4 has fixed non-mixed q LSBs
• q least significant bits of the first 30-50 bytes stream bytes comply with a deterministic pattern with significant probability
• q least significant bits of the first 30-50 plaintext bytes are exposed with significant probability
The probability of the q LSBs to comply with the pattern drops with the stream. This probability is demonstrated in the following
diagrams for a single LSB, 2 LSBs and 3 LSBs.

Figure 1: Single LSB (advantage over 0.5)

Figure 2: 2 LSBs (advantage over 0.25)
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Figure 3: 3 LSBs (advantage over 0.125)
The reason for the decreasing probability is the state pattern getting “ruined” with the stream generation and after 50 bytes
emitted by RC4 PRGA, the pattern fades out.
However, subsequent analysis we ran on RC4 streams when using weak keys showed a diﬀerence pattern between stream LSBs,
which is less sensitive to this “ruining” eﬀect, and manages to survive for as many as 100 bytes of the keystream.
The survival probability of diﬀerence patterns is demonstrated in the following diagrams for a single LSB, 2 LSBs and 3 LSBs, with
reference to the value patterns (the diﬀ pattern is in red and the value pattern remains in blue).

Figure 4: Single LSB (diff pattern; advantage over 0.5)

Figure 5: 2 LSBs (diff pattern; advantage over 0.25)

Figure 6: 3 LSBs (diff pattern; advantage over 0.125)
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Applications of the Invariance Weakness
The Invariance Weakness of RC4 has several cryptanalytic applications, described in detail in [12] and [13], including statistical
biases in the RC4 pseudo-random stream that allow an attacker to distinguish RC4 streams from randomness and enhancement
of tradeoﬀ attacks on RC4. Another application of the Invariance Weakness, which we use for our attack, is the leakage of
plaintext data into the ciphertext when q-class keys are used.
The authors of [8] had translated statistical biases in the keystream into plaintext leakage attacks. We follow [8] and use our
statistical bias to recover plaintext information. The Invariance Weakness biases are not as strong as the biases used in
[8]. However, these biases have unique characteristics, on one hand occurring rarely, but on the other hand eﬀective in 100
keystream bytes with extremely high probability, opening the door to plaintext leakage attacks in several circumstances that
were believed to be completely secure.

Using the Invariance Weakness to Attack SSL
SSL Usage of RC4
SSL Record Protocol uses RC4 for encryption in many SSL cipher suites. In the Handshaking protocol, RC4 encryption keys are
generated for upstream and downstream communication. In the Record protocol, the upstream key is used for encryption
of client-to-server communication, whereas the downstream key is used for encryption of server-to-client communication.
It is important to note that the encryptions are statefull, using the first keystream bytes for encrypting the first message, the
succeeding keystream bytes for encrypting the next message, etc. Given that the Invariance Weakness is expressed only in the
first 100 bytes of the keystream, it can be used only for the first 100 bytes of the protected upstream traﬃc and the first 100 bytes
of the protected downstream traﬃc. Given that the first encrypted message in each direction is the SSL Handshake Finished
message (36-bytes in typical usage of SSL), about 64 bytes of secret plaintext data are left for the attack.
This flow is depicted in the following diagram.

The first 36 bytes of the upstream keystream are used for encrypting the Finished message. The next bytes are used to encrypt
the actual application data.
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The Attack Scenario
Our attacks are based on the following scenario: the attacker sniﬀs a large number of SSL connections encrypted with RC4,
waiting for a “hit”; that is the arrival of a weak key. Once a weak key arrives, the attacker predicts the LSBs of the keystream bytes,
and uses these to extract the LSBs of the plaintext bytes from the ciphertext with significant advantage.
In order to fulfill this scenario, the attacker needs to determine which SSL sessions are the ones in which weak keys were used. For
this isolation, the attacker can use the fact that the first encrypted bytes include the SSL “Finished” message and HTTP request,
both having predictable information. Thus, when a weak key is used, the plaintext patterns are XOR-ed with keystream patterns,
generating ciphertext patterns visible to the attacker.
[7], [8] and other previous attacks on SSL use tiny statistical biases to aggregate tiny pieces of plaintext information. In order to
make this aggregation possible, the target object must be encrypted many times, with the same key in [7] and with diﬀerent keys
in a broadcast scenario in [8]. As opposed to these attacks, our attack scenario, when a weak key arrives, gets at once a significant
amount of data on the target object, providing immediate partial plaintext recovery. On the other hand, this partial plaintext
recovery cannot be extended into full plaintext recovery by continuing the attack and listening to more sessions.

What can you do with LSBs?
The above scenario allows the attacker to recover the least significant bits of up to a hundred secret bytes. When the target object
is a session cookie, the attacker reduces the eﬀective size of the cookie, allowing acceleration of brute force attack on the session
cookie for the sake of Session Hijacking. For example, learning the LSBs of ASP session cookies, which contain 16 characters of
5-bit entropy each, reduces 16 bits of the cookie entropy and thus can be used for faster brute force attack on the session cookie
value. For PHP session cookies, this acceleration can increase to up to a factor of 232.
When the target object is an n-character password, an attacker possessing the password LSBs can accelerate a dictionary attack
with a factor of 2n, reducing the security of an 8-char password by a factor of 256. Furthermore, an attacker who runs a brute force
attack on a login API, can scan a database of known popular passwords, extract the passwords that comply with the LSB pattern
and try only these, reducing the number of attempts by a factor of 2n.
We ran an experiment on a database of most commonly used passwords, where we group passwords according to their least
significant bits. For a single LSB the most common 1000 passwords were grouped into 252 sets, leaving the brute force attacker
an average of only 4 attempts, below the barrier for most brute force protection policies. The estimation for the number of web
accounts that are protected with one of the top 1000 most commonly-used passwords varies between 10–15 percent, setting
the stage for an attack that uses the Invariance Weakness to extract the LSBs of the password in hope that the user is one of the
careless 10 percent.
We used a passwords popularity analysis from [18] to estimate the number of brute force attempts an attacker needs to make
once he has the LSBs of a password known to be in the top 100, 1000, and 10,000 (we took the numbers from [18] as is).
Portion of web accounts

Number of LSB groups

Brute force worst case
(#Attempts)

Brute force average case
(#Attempts)

Top 100

4.4%

68

6

1.5

Top 1000

13.2%

252

24

4

30%

557

201

18

Top 10,000
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The entropy of a 16-digit credit card number is usually considered to be 5 digits. Since the first 6 digits are non-secret, the last 4
digits are freely exposed on receipts and for validation purposes, and there is a 1-byte checksum (Luhn algorithm). An attacker
possessing the LSBs of a credit card number, reduces the search domain from 100,000 into only 1500. These 1500 candidate
numbers can be tested by making attempts for small amount payments in retail web applications to find the valid one after 750
attempts on average. Thus the reduction in the credit card entropy from 100,000 potential numbers into 1500 potential numbers
is significant, and increases the practicality of attacks.

A Man-in-the-Middle Attack
The first attack we describe resembles the RC4 attack from [8], with the attacker using a large number of encryptions of secret
data, e.g., a session cookie, in order to recover parts of this cookie. One way to obtain this large number of encryptions is through
the BEAST scenario, where JavaScript malware is downloaded from an attacker-controlled website and runs in the victim’s
browser, repeatedly sending HTTPS requests to the victim web server. Session cookies are automatically included in each of these
requests in a predictable location, and can thus be targeted in the attack. The attacker, who needs new SSL connections for new
RC4 keystream prefixes, can enforce termination of the SSL session after the target encrypted cookie is sent. The browser will
automatically establish a new SSL session when the next HTTPS request is sent.
The attack in [8] recovers the session cookie with probability of 50% after 226 sessions. Our attack is expected to have a hit –
1-class key being used – every 224 connections. Since such a hit is translated to long keystream pattern with probability of 1
percent–5 percent, several dozen hits are required to complete a successful partial plaintext recovery. For the sake of simplicity,
we use the number of 1 billion as the number of attempts required to mount the attack, reflecting the number of encryptions the
attacker is expected to see until being able to recover the data.
As opposed to the BEAST attack, the current attack does not require that the same key is used in all encryptions, but follows [8] in
requiring that the key be changed between encryptions.
Moreover, as opposed to the attack in [8], which is highly sensitive to situations wherein the session cookie expires or the browser
is closed by the user (in which case the attack has to begin from the start), our attack is completely insensitive to these cases.
When a weak key is used, the learnt information is on the session cookie from that particular request, regardless of anything that
happened before the hit, and anything that will happen after the hit.

A Non-Targeted Passive Attack
The nature of the Invariance Weakness, allowing the attacker to learn significant plaintext data from a single hit (that is a single
message that was encrypted with a weak key), opens the door to new attack scenarios which were not possible in any of the
previous attacks. The next attack we’ll describe is a passive variant of the aforementioned attack.
In it, the attacker eavesdrops on the inbound traﬃc to a popular retail or financial web application, aiming to steal credit card
number info (a similar attack works on passwords). The attacker is required to wait 1 billion connections for a weak key usage
event, this event being visible through fixed or structured data in this application, propagating through the keystream patterns
into the ciphertext. The attacker then uses the Invariance Weakness to predict keystream LSBs, and uses these to calculate
plaintext LSBs from ciphertext LSBs. It is important to note that the compromised credit card number or password is of a random
victim, with the attacker not having any control over its identity.
According to Facebook user statistics, the number of daily active users in Facebook is close to 1 billion. The number of times each
of these users executes a login, either visiting Facebook several times, or pressing a Like button in another application, can be
roughly estimated as 4. Thus a passive eavesdropper sniﬃng on Facebook inbound lines waiting for hits, will see 256 weak keys
on the daily 4 billion logins, 4 of which are expected to generate a long stream pattern and expose the password LSBs. Luckily
Facebook had recently removed RC4 from its list of SSL supported ciphers.
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Group Attacks
In the BEAST-like variant the attacker is required to generate 1 billion connections from the victim’s browser. On the other hand,
in the passive variant the attacker needs to sniﬀ on 1 billion connections to the same web application. In another variant of the
attack, combining the two, the attacker obtains these 1 billion connections actively from a group of victim users. The attacker
needs to get Group Man-in-the-Middle setup, being a man in the middle for a group of users. Since the most natural methods
of establishing man-in-the-middle are DNS poisoning and making users connect to a malicious hotspot (either of which will
establish the attacker as Man-in-the-Middle for a group of users), this Group Man-in-the-Middle situation is practical.
The attacker then runs the BEAST-like attack with each of the potential victims, terminating their connections immediately after
the session cookie being sent, until one of them gets a successful hit – a weak key that propagates successfully into a long
pattern. This event is expected to occur after a total number of 1 billion SSL connections from all users altogether. This attack
scenario is unique, and stems from the unique nature of this attack, with every hit leaking a large quantity of secret information.

One-Time Encryption
From the perspective of a victim, the severity of an attack is proportional to the damage of the attack and to its likelihood.
Consider a user who uses SSL to protect his most precious secret, and sends it only once over SSL. This one-time operation has a
risk of one in 64 million to get a weak RC4 key and one in a billion to leak parts of his precious secret. It is true that one in a billion
is a tiny fraction, but it is not a negligible fraction. The implication is the disturbing fact that every web user is clearly risking his
data every single time he sends it over an RC4/SSL connection.

Conclusion and Recommendations
In this paper we demonstrated how the Invariance Weakness can be used to mount new attacks on SSL when using RC4.
We improved the size of the prefix for which plaintext info leaks into 100 bytes. We showed how the “Reset Insensitivity” of the
Invariance Weakness sets the stage for new attack scenarios, including the first passive attack on SSL.
The security of RC4 has been questionable for many years, in particular its initialization mechanisms. However, only in recent years
has this understanding begun translating into a call to retire RC4. In this research, we follow [8] and show that the impact of the
many known vulnerabilities on systems using RC4 is clearly underestimated.
While waiting for a broad-brush retirement of RC4, specific parties should consider the following actions to protect themselves
from its weaknesses:
•
•
•
•

Web application administrators should strongly consider disabling RC4 in their applications’ TLS configurations.
Web users (particularly power users) are encouraged to disable RC4 in their browser’s TLS configuration.
Browser providers would do well to consider removing RC4 from their TLS cipher lists.
Organizations leveraging Imperva SecureSphere to protect their business-critical web applications and data, and wherein
SecureSphere is set to handle TLS connections on behalf of the applications, can configure SecureSphere to stop using the
weak ciphers and work only with robust ciphers.
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The Imperva Hacker Intelligence Initiative goes inside the cyber-underground and provides analysis of the trending hacking
techniques and interesting attack campaigns from the past month. A part of Imperva’s Application Defense Center research arm,
the Hacker Intelligence Initiative (HII), is focused on tracking the latest trends in attacks, Web application security and cyber-crime
business models with the goal of improving security controls and risk management processes.
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